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General Education Committee #233, November 17, 2016

University Graduation Requirements

Other Catalog Change Page 55, 2016-17 Undergraduate Catalog

Knowledge Domain Course Descriptions
↓
Creativity and Critical Analysis
↓
ENGL 315. READINGS IN SHAKESPEARE (3). … ….

ENGL 340. THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE (3). Introduction to the Bible as literature, the history and the historical circumstances of its composition, and the structure and style of its principal parts.

*ENGL 350. WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM (3). … ….
↓
Society and Culture
↓
FCNS 280. Human Development, the Family, and Society (3)

FINA 115. PERSONAL INVESTING (3). Overview of fundamental concepts of personal investing. Topics include types of investment securities, debt management, retirement and estate planning, insurance planning, overview of the Social Security System, society implications of investment, and related topics.

GEOG 202. WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY (3). … ….
↓
MGMT 417. LEADING AND MANAGING CHANGE (3). … ….

MUHL 431. MUSIC OF SOUTHEAST ASIA (3). Study of the music of Southeast Asia with emphasis on the music of Indonesian gamelan. PRQ: Consent of school.

NNGO 100. … …. 
↓
Knowledge Domain Course Titles
Creativity and Critical Analysis
↓
ENGL 315 - Readings in Shakespeare (3)
ENGL 340 - The Bible as Literature (3).
*ENGL 350 - Writing Across the Curriculum (3). … ….
↓
Society and Culture
↓
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FCNS 280 - HUMAN DEVELOPMENT, THE FAMILY, AND SOCIETY (3)
FINA 115 - PERSONAL INVESTING (3)
GEOG 202 - WORLD REGIONAL GEOGRAPHY (3)

↓
↓
MGMT 417 - Leading and Managing Change (3)
MUHL 431 - Music of Southeast Asia (3)
NNGO 100 -

Pathways
↓
Global Connections
↓
Select from one of the following Society and Culture courses:
↓
HIST 388 - The Cuban Revolution and its Legacy (3)
MUHL 431 - Music of Southeast Asia (3)
POLS 260 – Introduction to Comparative Politics (3)
↓
Sustainability
↓
Society and Culture
ARTH 360 ....
ARTH 361 - History of Sustainable Design (3)
BKST 211 - ....
↓
FCNS 207 - ....
FINA 115 - PERSONAL INVESTING (3)
POSL 210 - ....